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The central topic of this paper concerns the study of the material aspects
of culture within the discipline of European ethnology. This disciplit ury
sub-field_ has undergone quite spectacular changes during the dst haif
century- Not only have the methodological and theoretical perspectives in
the study of material culture changed in various directions Lut, Lven more
importantly, the material world of European societies itself has undergone
anunprecedented transformation due to industrialisation and post-indust-
rial globalisation. The conception, production, circulation utrd rrs" of ma-
terial (as well as of immaterial) goods have become among the main cha-
racteristics of the growing complexity of our contemporary world. In this
paper I would like to discuss some milestones in the ways that European
ethnology (but also "general" ethnology or social and cul-tural anthropolo-
gy) have approached and analysed the material dimensions of human cul-
tures.
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Both general and European ethnology emerged as specific fields of acade-
mic interest during the second part of the eighteenth and more significantly
during the nineteenth centuries (Vermeulen 1995). One of the first aims of our
academic ancestors was to document human diuersity. This documentation, much
inspired of course by the model of the natural sciences, generally consisted in
describing various "habits and customs" which were called by the first Ger-
man-speaking pioneers Vtilkerbeschreibungen or Ethnographien (cf . Stagll991:522),
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as well as in transcribing vernacular languages or dialects. Usually this written
documentation was completed by collections of "characteristic samples,, of lo-
cal material culture as far as it was possible to transport and later to itore them.

According to the predominant paradigm of the time, the first ethnological
approaches of material culture were the elaboration of typologies and taxono-
mies based on formal characteristics, while collected artefacis were ordered
and stored according to regional and "cuItLual" (i.e. linguistic) criteria. Here
these artefacts began a new career as silent witnesses of faraway groups visited
by explorers, colonialists, missionaries and other travellers ot, *itnitr Europe,
of disappearing rural communities observed by members of the urban elites. In
order to facilitate and improve further scientific analysis, one of the first con-
cerns of scholars during the nineteenth century was to elaborate instructions
for the description of (the context of) production and use of the collected items.
So to become of ethnological interest and value, every item had to be accom-
panied by a written record. In other words, artefacts without a written ethno-
graphic "pedigree" became to be considered as worthless for scienc e, as,'drrmb',
or "muted" (cf.. for example Bouquet and Branco 19gg).

During the second half of the nineteenth century, the Darwinian evolutio-
naty patadigm had an impact on the collectors and observers of human arte-
facts and techniques. This introduced new forms of typologies, which classified
artefacts not only in formal and/ or functional categories, but also in chronolo-
gical series ranging from (supposed) primitive/ "rower" specimens towards
more complex/"higher" types.It should be noted that this chronological ran-
king of artefacts played an important role in the rise of popular, simplistic
human evolutionism and in various forms of pseudo-scientific racism.

This chronological, evolutionary approach to the scientific understanding
of artefacts not only affected archaeological findings or exotic objects, but was
also used as a paradigm for the understanding of contemp orary elements of
national material culture like tools and (mainly agricultural) implements. As in
many European countries the first local or regional archaeologists and ethno-
logists were often the same persons, very similar kinds of typologies were used
to organise the collections and exhibitions of archaeological findings and those
of more contemporary, ntral artefacts in local, regional or even national mu-
seums. Material samples became in this context the indicators of progress as
well as reminders of a past which could be considered either positively by the
Romantics or negatively by the supporters of "progress,,.

Here we should remember that the end of the nineteenth cenfury corres-
ponds in many countries to the foundation of local and regional museums,
where besides works of art, more and more attention was given to material
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cultural elements as "witnesses of a disappearing pre-industrial world,,. While
peasants were leaving their villages by the thousands to work in industry or
to emigrate overseas, their tools and artefacts became objects of collection and
contemplation for local and national elites.

As historians of nationalism, like Hobsbawm and Ranger (Hobsbawm and
Ranger 1983), Anderson (Anderson 1980), smith (smith 199r) and others have
shown, the geo-political context of both nationalism and regionalism in Europe
in the second half of the nineteenth century greatly influenced the metho-ds
and aims of the pioneers of European ethnology of that time. Old tribal iden-
tities were given to artefacts (Celtic, Germanic, Frankish, Slavic, etc.), while
"primitive forms" were researched not only in orai traditions but also in ploughs,
tools or rural architecture. Here material elements of popular culture becime
(political) emblems of the pre-industrial authenticity of regional and even na-
tional identities.

In academic circles, "much ingenuity and industry went [in this period]
into pointing out that certain types of objects were characteristic of particular
[ancient] ethnic groups [and] the movements of an object in geographical space
became a means of mapping [supposed] migrations" (stoklund 1990: 6) of
European peoples. Here European ethnology found a new type of interest for
material cultural elements as they were no longer simply objects to study per
se,but also indicators of more general processes at work in European history.
Scholars from different disciplinary backgrounds like philolo gy, geography and
agronomy directed their research toward the spatial distribution and diffusion
of material cultural elements. This new theoretical orientation which occurred
around 1900 became known as the "cartographic method" in European ethno-
logy; it was based at first mainly on indirect sources but later also on large scale
surveys of for example agricultural implements, rural architecture etc. (cf. Brom-
berger, Dossetto, Schippers 1982-1983; Schippers 2004).

The promoters of this type of research (like E. sigurdson in sweden, M. zen-
der in Germany, B. Bratanic in former Yugoslavia or S. I. Bruk in the former
Soviet Union) had various ambitions: some were rather modest, like those who
intended to make regional or national inventories of artefacts which were threa-
tened with disappearance by the forces of modernisation and industrialisation;
whiie others were much more audacious, since they aimed to reconstruct the
(pre-)historic cultural processes of migration and diffusion in Europe and beyond
during the last millennia. As later critics, like Johannes Voskuil (Voskuil 1gg2-
1983) and others have pointed out, both the strength and the weakness of these
diffusionist studies of material culture lay in the fact that artefacts were con-
sidered in isolation from not only their social but also their ecological contexts
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(Cox and Wiegelmann 1984).In the way the diffusion of artefacts was descri-
bed, it seemed as if they were totally independent agents travelling through
space. on the other hand, these large scale studies, based on indirect ,orrr"ir,
revealed themselves to be very hazardous methodologicaL\y, if not bluntly er-
roneous/ as critics of these "maximalist" approaches to historical ethno-carto-
graphy have demonstrated (e.g. Voskuil 1983: 105). Nevertheless, it should also
be recognised that in many European countries the ethno-cartographic method
allowed research on popular material culfure to become more systematic and
thus more scientific, except perhaps in German speaking countries, where the
European ethnological landscape has been dominated, with a few exceptions,
by the study of non-material cultural elements like folk narrative, folkiore or
linguistics.

Here one could mention, as an exception in the German speaking count-
ries, the pioneering research done at the university of Graz in Auitria by
scholars like Rudolf Meringer and Hugo schuchard followed by Viktor Ge-
ramb and later Hanns Koren and Oskar Moser (Eberhart 1983). irtrotwithstan-
ding the disagreements between Meringer and Schuchard about Wtjrter und
sachen or sachen und wdrter ("words and things" or vice versa), the main con-
tribution of the later-coined Grazer Schule of Volkskunde (European Ethnolo-
gical School of Graz),lay in the relations it established between the mental
categories of language and the material world of artefacts. One of the most
interesting aspects of the research tradition initiated by the members of the
Wtirter und Sachen Schule lay in its methodological and heuristic innovations
based on a multidimensional approach to material culture. Combining the stu-
dy of archives and literary sources with empirical data collected during field-
work, the so-called Wiirter und Sachen scholars not only crossed disciplinary
boundaries and national borders (Moser 1992: 93), but also the institutional
barriers that generally separated museums from universities (Meiners 1990:
25). This historical divide between museums and universities has been, in
many European countries, characteristic of the national and regional ethnolo-
gical landscaPes until quite recently: on one side, a bi-dimensional universe of
words, texts and theories; on the other side a tri-dimensional world of artefacts
to be stored and exposed; on one hand the Wtirter (words) and on the other the
Sachen (objects), with in many cases no formal, institutional links between the-
se two "wotIds".

The often rather ambiguous relations between regional or national ethno-
graphic museums and academic scholars can be traced back to the end of the
nineteenth century, to the period of what may be called the codification of
regional traditions all over Europe. Many things have already been written on
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the "construction of 'folk' cultural heritage" (Hofer rggr), the "nationalisation
of culture" (Lofgren 1989: 5) and other forms of the "invention of tradition,'
(Hobsbawm and Ranger 1983). As well as ideology, material cultural elements
have often been put forward in these contexts as "witnesses" of authenticity in
regionalistic or nationalistic claims. Rural artefacts, especially, have frequently
become central elements in regional or national narratives about local, regional
or national beionging. Museums became considered in this context not only as
places of collection and exposition but also of enthusiastic celebration by local
or regional volunteers and activists. As an example of this, one can mention the
Museon Arlaten created 1886 by the Provengal poet Frederic Mistral in the city
of Arles in the South of France, which also became a place of almost devotional
celebration and strict codification of the local culture by the region al Ftlibre-
movement that Mistral - who was awarded in L906 with the Noble Price for
literature - had founded earlier.

In many countries academic scholars have observed these types of initia-
tives with mixed feelings if not with mistrust. For example in countries like
Great Britain, France or the Netherlands this gap has been so wide that ,,natio-

nal ethnology" has remained enclosed in museums or in a very few small
institutes, while in the universities only general ethnology or social anthropo-
logy was taught and learned. Here rather little attention was paid to material
culture, and objects were only analysed as forms of "att" and as examples of
vernacular aesthetics. Even in the German-speaking countries, where so-called
Volkskunde (national ethnology) entered the universities on a much broader
scale, the direct study of material culture has generally been the parent pauare
of academic curricula and research interest almost until today. And as mentio-
ned earlier, when material elements were studied at all, it was generally through
the mediation of texts or pictures rather then with the help of empirical field-
work. One can think here of the later historical research done in many institu-
tes in various European countries based on the quantitative analysis of so-
called historical "household inventories" recorded in testaments.

To summarise the ethnological study of material culture during the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, I would suggest that material culture
was generally considered as a series of indicators of supposed evolution and
migration of regional or national historical populations or "peoples". The metho-
dological approach to artefacts was mainly concerned with their collection,
cataloguing, display and storage in museums. The socio-economic, technical
and ecological contexts of the production and use of material elements were
rarely taken into consideration. Briefly said, until the 1950s the (European)
ethnology of material culture could hardly be considered to be a human icien-
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ce, with Perhaps the notable exception of the Worter und Sachen scholars both
in Graz and in Hamburg.

But from the 1950s and especially from the 1960s onward, this whole pic-
ture of the study of material culture changes quite radically both in methtds
as well as theoretically, while perhaps the most important change occurs in the
material world of the European population itself. schematicany we can sav that
during the two or three decades foliowing World War II, the material en ri.on-
ment of a majority of Europeans was transformed from a world of locally, often
individually, produced artefacts into a world of industrially manufactured goods.
This has also meant that at the local level of everyday life, which is the familiar
site of ethnological research, the majority of people rneie becoming consumers rather
than producers of material culture (Bromberger and s6galen tloo: s-t01. Faced
with these huge economic and socio-cultural changes and their consequences,
ethnological research in the field of material culture underwent a parallel move
away from (what Marxists call) the study of "modes of production,, toward the
study of modes of consumption. Here specific artefacts l,i"ru ,,o longer the indi-
cators of regional identity, but goods became markers of class-b-elonging, of
lifestyles, of habitus, etc.

_ A second major change that occurred during the post-war decades and
which greatly influenced the nature of ethnologicil research on material cultu-
re was a methodological one.Influenced by extra-European ethnology, a new
generation of European ethnologists adopte d direct empirical obseraation of small
groups as their main source for data production. so after a long period of
extensive, large-scale, diachronic research with the hetp of written archives and
postal questionnaires, European ethnology progressively entered the era of so-
called holistic "community studies" and monographs. Tiris methodological and
also paradigmatic change, which occurred first in Scandinavia and Western
Europe, has of course had many consequences for the very nature of ethnolo-
gical research in Europe both from a theoretical as well as from a heuristic
point of view.

In the field of material culture studies, it meant a shift away from an artefact-
centred perspectiae towards an actor-centred perspectioe. This change in perspective
started off in various European countries in quite independent and different
ways. For example in France, the disciples of the well-known ethnologist and
archaeologist Andr6 Leroi-Gourhan (Leroi-Gourhan 1943/1g7I, Leroi-Gourhan
1964-1965), developed a methodological framework for analysin g l'action tech-
nique (teclvrical action) in mainly rural contexts (peasants and craftsmen). Here
micro-level analysis focussed on the physical and mental aptitudes displayed
by individuals in producing or using a particular artefact, and materLt 

"te-
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ments are observed and analysed through the person's interaction with them.
So in this perspective material goods became closely associated with the knozuledge
used to make or to handle them. And the acquisition, implementation and trans-
mission of know-how became the central topics of an "ethnology of techniques,,
rather then an "ethnology of things". some keywords of this Leroi-Gourhanian
school of ethnology of material culture are for example systdme technique (tech-
nical system), or style technique (technical style) as well as the heuristic frame-
work formed by the continuum between on one side general, abstract technical
"tendencies" like hitting or cutting or crushing; and on the other hand precise,
empirically observable, local solutions or tools. The ultimate goal of this ap-
proach of material culture is to analyse the technical choices of various groups
in their interaction with material things and constraints: why, for exampie,
certain groups seem to prefer certain technical solutions instead of others, like
why this Sroup uses to carry things on their heads, while their neighbours
prefer to carry loads on their shoulders.

This type of ethnological research has of course not been limited to so-
called traditional techniques or artefacts. It is also used fo analyse the continuity
in technical solutions or in styles of presentation of certain industrial products
(Deforge 1981; Lemonnier 1996) or of national styles in football/soccer-playing
(Bromberger 1995). The central scientific aims here consist in ctarifuing the tripte
articulation between technical choices, social groups and ecological constraints.
Material choices and technical solutions are from this perspective not only in-
dicators for the obseroing scientist, but also markers of identity for the people studied
(cf. Dufow and Schippers 1993). Here so-caIled "etic" and "emic,, approaches
to material culture are compared in order to study what the social meaning of
artefacts in a given context is or has been. The field of food and culinary tech-
niques offers many powerful examples of how some apparently minor techn!
cal difference can become invested with important social significations in re-
gard to the distinction between "us" and "others".

Until the 1970's, one of the empirical limitations of the Leroi-Gourhanian
school's approach to material culture has been its analysis of rather simple
artefacts made or used by individual craftsmen or operators. But new direc-
tions have also started to be explored here, for example in the way people
transform standard industrial goods like cars or motorbikes in order to meet
their individual criteria and social goals. This domain of so-called "customi-
sing" or bricolage of standardised products offers contemporary ethnologists a
still-little-explored, but promessing field of research which combines the study
of technical skills, aesthetics - sometimes summarised as "cultural choices" -
with the analysis of sentiments of social belonging and identity. One can think
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here of such various examples as youngsters intentionally damaging their clot-
hes in the 1980s (the so-called "destroy rook" of "punk culture,,f or the techni-
cal or aesthetical transformations of mass-produced houses, cars or food.

On the other hand, the ethnologist's interest in observing and analysing
material culture at a micro-level has proved more difficult to transfer to the
often hyper-complex contexts of the industrial production of mass goods. The
methodological difficulties of apprehending the complexify of the production
of modern goods and things was by-passed at first in the 1960s by researchers
of what is sometimes called the "scandinavian school" of European ethnology.
After having abandoned the cartographic method of pioneers like Sigurd Eri-
xon/ a new generation of Scandinavian ethnologists like for example Orvar
Lofgren, ]onas Frykman, Marianne Gullestad and Bjarne Rogan have focussed
their interest mostly on the use rather than on the productioi of material goods.
This "user-focussed" ethnology can be placed in the more global context or u,r"
1960s and the rise of multidisciplinary "consumer culture" research. It corres-
ponds also with a period of theoretical turmoil and debate around structura-
lism, semiotics and Marxism: here material culture was transformed into a structu-
ral world of signs and symbols and it was considered the ethnologist's task to
decipher and "demysttfy" all this, if possible "critica:/,y". one of the paradoxes
of the study of material culture during this period was - as one of its protago-
nists recently recalled (Lofgren 1996: r43) - "that this come-back of ,things, on
the ethnological scene, did not always mean the come-back of what is mate-
rial". Things were considered as "textfsf to be read" (Geertz 1973:310), as icons,
signs and symbols rather than as what they really were: material goods that are
acquired, bought, given awaf r stolen, manipulated, used, broken, repaired,
forgotten, re-used etc. Later, one of the keywords in this type of consumer/
owner/user-centred approach to material culture became competence and much
research has since been done on how women and men in modern society
become 'competent' in their interactions with a more and more complex ma-
terial environment, sometimes jokingly called the "neo-electric,, era.

This new actor-focussed ethnological research has proved quite stimula*
ting during the last decades in many European countries. The empirical ,,ethno-

logy of doing" (Frykman 1990) has allowed to gather precious data on how
people actually deal with artefacts in everyday practice: llmgang mit Sachen
(dealing with things) as the 23rd Congress of the Deutsche Gesellschaft fiir Votks-
kunde (the German European Ethnological Society) in 1981 significantly called
it. These shifts in perspectives, combined with new theoretical frameworks,
have of course also led to methodological innovations and to a narrowing of
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the differences between European ethnology and general ethnology/anthropo-
rogy, at least in those countries where such differences had existed.

For example, much more attention is paid today to the social and cognitiae
mechanisms and contexts in which material things or immaterial technical know-
ledge are transmitted and adapted to local cultural settings. Situations of so-
called "creolisation in absentia" , where tools, techniques or objects are introdu-
ced in contexts very different from their (social) settings of origin or invention,
form new privileged sites to study the specificity of local cultuies through their
ways of adopting/ adapting these foreign objects not only practically but also
mentally. A now-classical example is the American hamburger, for a long time
considered as a symbol of cultural convergence - the so-called ,,McDonaldi-

sation process" - which has shown astonishing changes in recent years as fast-
food restaurant companies are adapting their products to national cultural con-
texts. Many other multinational firms have now developed very precise
marketing and packaging strategies to fit in with local material culture expec-
tations, even sometimes with the help of ethnological expertise and advice
called "ethno-marketing". These "think global, act local" industrial strategies
also remind us of the importance of material culture in contemp oraty societies.

On the other hand, recent ethnographic research has shown that very simi-
lar objects may be perceived or used very differently according to time and
space. One has only to remember the solemn attitudes required in family
homes a few decades ago while watching television or to observe the various
contexts in which TV-sets are switched on or off in different parts of Europe
today, to get an idea of the heuristic interest of studying material culture em-
pirically. This is not only true on a local level but also on a much wider com-
parative levei. Material cultural elements often play a crucial role as mediators
in so-called intercultural communication or in multicultural contexts. As the
structural and semiotic approaches of the 1960s and \970s have taught us,
"dearing with things" is generally not an "innocent affair", since it is also the
"production of meaning and significance" like Roland Barthes or pierre Bour-
dieu have often underlined. Not only may the ownership or use of certain
artefacts express social belonging or identification, but also the lack or the
avoidance of certain material goods has acquired the same expressive social
value: the so-called apostasia or non-use or non-possession of for example a
television, a car or certain services seem more and more to be deployed as
social differentiators in our consumer-centred societies.

The traditional ethnological interest in small, apparently insignificant, rou-
tine and humdrum details, which was stressed by the pioneers of European
ethnology long ago, here allows the discipline to develop particular types of
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knowledge and skills. These micro-level data about daily routines of ordinary
citizens interacting with material goods also differentiate Lttn otogy from neigh-
bouring disciplines like sociolow or history. Modern (Europeanj ethnologli is
one of the few contemporary human sciences that produces itself an impoiiant
part of its data not only with the help of interviews but also by activj syste-
matic empirical observations. This methodological originality - for which some
have coined the term (from the ancient Greek) 'rhopography', tkre representation
of ordinary things (Comell 1993 cited by Lofgren- 1996: 14g) - has proved
especially interesting in the study of material culture. Indeed an important part
of the interaction between people and artefacts is based on so-called non-airbal
elements, like visual imitation, sensory contacts, olfactory or auditorv evalua-
tion etc. when interacting with materials, people engage various senses to
evaluate for example different qualities or technicat properties. The apprentice-
ship of how to handle or how to estimate both material goods and techniques
has revealed itself to be a fascinating domain for ethnololical research botir in
the domestic sphere as well as at the workplace. For eximple precise studies
of how people deal with laundry at home have revealed not o.tty ti.t" various cri-
teria people use to decide to wash something (smell, appearance, routine) but
also how they classify various categories of laundry not only according to
fabric, colour, or type of garment, but also according io gende., age or runJrup
relations (Dendfle 1992).In a more professional sphlre, ethnogruptric research
about the acquisition of technical know-how and expertise in urban or indust-
rial sites have created new concepts like the earliei mentioned 'technical cui-
ture' or'competence'in order to analyse the specific ways in which craftsmen
or technicians learn and improve their professional capabilities. Here ethno-
graphers have studied such various places as nuclear pLnts (Zonabend, TgBg),
industrial shipyards (Tornatore r99r) or small gurugei (Mallard 1999).

Another aspect of material culture was introduced by (Scandinavian) eth-
nological research on material culture in the 1990s: thii was the concept of
'career' as related to artefacts. Here not only the various uses and syrnbolic
values given to certain objects are analysed diachronically as in the 1960s -
how for example an agricultural tool becomes a symbol of rural life when
exhibited on the wall of a restaurant - but the researchers have also investiga-
ted how material elements are related to individual life stories. These 'consu-
mer-biographies' first studied the 'careers' of various types of artefacts like
clothes, furniture, TV-sets, cars etc. within the domestic iives of individuals,
households and families. They reveal that some objects circulate quite rapidly
while others are kept even if they are not used anymore. some artefacts be-
come "'favourite objects' [that] serve as beacons or guideposts to orient in, and
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personalise, both space and time" (Wallendorf and Arnould 19gg cited by
Lofgren 1996:1.45). Here some of the most ordinary things like shoes, hats or
cigarette-lighters, become invested with emotions and are, as well as more
rarely bought equipment like a car or a house, considered as the material remin-
ders (and sometimes also remainders!) of one's curriculum aitae.

But are these fascinating micro-level ethnographic studies of how indivi-
duals deal with the material elements of their environment the onlv wav of
researching material culture in Europe today? What about the huge workshop
started by the pioneers of ethnological study of material culture in the XIXth
century and which has been more or less abandoned for various reasons after
the last World war in Western Europe and in the i.980s in Europe,s (former)
socialist countries: that is, the scholarly tradition of extensive, regional cultural
area research? Is so-called globalisation really wiping out local cultural diffe-
rences by the diffusion of standardised products? Many of the old problematics
developed by the early European ethnologists still remain largely unanswered
today. Here, in conclusion, perhaps one might predict some new challenges for
European ethnologists studying material culture. Today (European) ethnolo-
gists can for example benefit from the huge amounts of quantitative data pro-
duced by industrial and commercial companies or national consumer statistics.
Submitting these types of data to ethnological questioning could be very inte-
resting for the study of regional specificities. For example a classical ethnolo-
gical study of colour-analysis would be very interesting when applied to the
regional or national statistics of colour preferences in automobile sales. Most of
modern consumer habits can be sfudied nowadays with much more geograp-
hical and quantitative precision than in the good old days of the questionnaire-
based research. The use of computers also facilitates greatly the production of
maps and cartograms of culfural phenomena.

A renewed interest in more large-scale research both in general ethnology
and in European ethnology seems to come today from a growing social but
also economic demand for so-called 'cultural expertise'. As already mentioned,
one of the characteristics of our societies is the huge increase in circulation both
of people and of material goods. After some notorious failures, industrial firms
have become more and more aware of the so-called 'cultural dimensions' (Hof-
stede 1980 /1984) not only in management, but also in production, packaging
and retail sales. Here the methodological and theoretical tools developed eipe-
cially by the ethnology of material culture can prove very interesting, not only
scientifically but also for students who are looking for new job opportunitiei.
One may foresee that the combined use of various textual sources and ethno-
graphic fieldwork will allow ethnologists to explore new directions in the stu-
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dy of material culture in order to answer old questions like: why people in this
region or of this group prefer a certain type of artefact, while oiheri seem to
prefer another type with the same functional characteristics. If ethnology is the
discipline that studies social and cultural differences between individuals and
grouPs/ material culture should be considered of central interest today in a more and
more aisualised, iconised and'branded' world. The abundance of goods in most
Western countries has become, for better or for worse/ emblematic of our so-
cieties especially when seen from other parts of the world. The possession of
material goods has become a criterion of socio-economic differentiation studied
by economists and sociologists. But it seems that it is the task of ethnologists
to show the cultural aspects and consequences of being a ,,material girl i-or a
material boy...l in a material world" as Madonnu su.rg a few y"urc lgo.-
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Nuo daiktq prie ienklq: keiiiant materialinds kultflros tyrin6jimo
perspektyvas Europoje

Thomas K. Schippers

S antr auk a

Siame straipsnyje Thomas K. schippersas nurodo kelet4 gafuhl,padedandiq
suvokti materialines kultflros tyrinejimo Europos etnologijoje istoiija. Akade-
minis domejimasis materialine kulttra prasidejo XVII a. kaip Europos ir uZ jos
ribq esandiq tautq nematerialiq kulhlros elementq apra5yrno pupildy-us. .iai
vyko sudarant muzeografinius rinkinius ir parengiani tipologijis.-Panadiai kaip
ir to meto gamtos moksluose, tikslus idoriniai ir aplinkos apradymai tapo ,,gi-
mimo palymdjirnais", kurie leido ivairiems artefaktams g;ruuoti etnologiikii.

XIX a. materialtrs kulturos elementai moksle rode (evoliucinius) procesus ir
paliudijo (spejamas) kulturines migracijas ar paplitimus. Nors, upik.itui kul-
bant, materialines kulturos etnologinis tyrinejimas Vakarq kraituose buvo ne
toks svarbus nei vadinamosios nematerialios kulturos, Thomas Schippersas
kaip svarbi4 iSimti pamini,,wclrter und sachen schule" tradicij4 (Grace it Hu*-
burge). Si mokykta buvo euristi5kai produktyvi ir metodotogiSkai bei teoridkai
naujoviSka.

Autorius taip pat nurodo kartais problemini politinio nacionalizmo ir re-
gionalizmo ideologines aplinkos ir (daugiausia kaimiSkq) artefaktq rinkimo
naujoviSkuose nacionalinei ar regioninei kulturai(oms) skirtuose muzieiuose
suartejim4 1850-1950 m. laikotarpiu. eia tokie materialus kulturos elementai
kaip irankiai, taip pat drabuZiai ar kulinarijos gaminiai buvo ideologiikai
traktuojami kaip nacionalinio, regioninio ar etrinio tapatumo simboliai ar emble-
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mos. Sis politinis materialiq kulttros elementq peremimas dalnaivede veikiau
prie sutartinio stiliq ir formq sisteminimo. Del to daugelyje kradtq didejo ato-
trokis tarp akademiniq mokslininkq,muziejr4globejq ir rinkejq neprofesionalq.

Nuo XX a. septintojo deiimtmedio materialines kulttrros etnologiniuose ty-
rinejimuose ivyko gana radikalus pokydiai, tiesiogiai susijq su iki tol netureju-
siu pavyzdZio daugelio europiediq materialines aplinkos pasikeitimu. Sioje ap-
linkoje materialiq objektq tyrinejimas vis labiau koncentravosi I vartotoj4. Tuo
padiu metu daugelio Europos etnologq tyrimo metodai tapo empiriSkesni ir
remesi tiesiogiai stebimq atvejq tyrinejimais. Sis metodologinis pasikeitimas
daug labiau nei iki tol leido atkreipti demesi i kontekst4 tiriant materialinq
kultur4. Siems tyrinejimams dare itak4 Prancnzijos ir Skandinavijos mokyklos,
individq s4veika su materialiomis gerybemis tapo svarbiausia. Vis daZniau
etnologiniuose tyrinejimuose simbolinis, semiotinis, transakcinis poZiuriai de,
rinti su empiriniu gestq ar elgesio steb6jimu ir vartotojo gyvenimo istorijq
uZra5ymu. Nepaisant etnografinio susidomejimo Siais moderniosios materiali-
nes kulturos mikro lygio tyrinejimais ir ekonomines naudos, kuri gali buti
gauta i5 Sios eiliniq Zmoniq kaip vartotojq elgesio ekspertizes, Thomas Schip-
persas baigia klausdamas savgs, ar platesnio masto tyrinejimas, kai butq pasi-
naudota gaunamais duomenimis apie materialiniu gerybiq masini vartojim4,
neleistq Europos etnologams surasti naujq materialines kultaros tyrinejimo kryp-
diq, kad jie atsakytq I kelet4 senq jq pirmtakq keltq klausimq apie (regioninius)
kulttrrq skirtumus ir savitumus.

Gauta 2005 m. birlelio men.




